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THE STORY BEHIND A SOLDIER STAMP

DAVID HOPE

The soldier stamp illustrated (left) is one that requires closer inspection to see
what is going on. When the German Army broke through the Ardennes in
May/June 1940 part of it went north to cut off the British and French forces in
Belgium while others went south. As a result of this southern attack a French
Army Corps under General Daille found itself between the Germans and the
Swiss border. During the night of 19 th-20th June some 43,000 soldiers, including
29,700 French and Moroccans, 12,000 Poles and small detachments of Belgians
and British troops equipped with 7,800 horses and 1,600 motor vehicles crossed
into Switzerland. Technically they should have requested permission to enter
Switzerland before doing so.
Once the Swiss realised what was happening the foreign troops were rounded up, disarmed and sent to
internment camps. It is this event which is illustrated on the Soldier Stamp. Here Moroccan cavalry are being
disarmed and in the foreground the weapons are being stockpiled.

General Daille and Moroccan cavalry.

Swiss soldiers sorting out the weapons.

The Moroccans were interned in the area called Mentue while the other troops were in Seeland and Naft. The
French and Moroccan troops were repatriated during early 1941. However the Belgian and British troops
remained in Switzerland for the rest of the War.
A REMINDER – OUR ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2019
Our main event takes place this year on 6 th/7th April at the Stonehouse Court Hotel in Gloucestershire. In
order to take advantage of the favourable rates which we have negotiated with the hotel, you need to book
your room by 22nd February. After that date, the rooms which we have reserved for us will be released by the
hotel to all comers, and the room rates will rise to their usual hotel level. The phone number for the hotel is
01453 794950, mentioning our Society when you book.
Any member who wishes either to raise an item of Society business formally at the Annual General Meeting on
the Sunday or at our Committee on Friday 5th April, should discuss it with/send it to me by 22 nd March. My contact
details are at the head of the Newsletter. Whether you are a newcomer or a returning member, I look forward
to meeting you there.
Neville Nelder, Secretary
HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL. 72nd year No. 2 pp 13 - 22 London February 2019 UDC 656.835(494); ISSN 0951– 0001
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LABELS ON SWISS ABROAD PARCEL CARDS; PART II DEPARTURE LABELS

WIM JACOBI

This article was first published in Jungfraupost no.153. Thankyou to Wim for the translation and to Bob Medland
for his specialist knowledge which helped considerably in the editing.

Fig. 1 Les Geneveys sur coffrane – Gent. 3 parcel labels stuck like roof tiles.

Introduction Parcel labels or departure, registration labels are called Fahrpostnummern-Etiketten or
Aufgabenummer in Switzerland. A maximum of 3 packages could be sent with one parcel card to one address at a
time. For each parcel one label had to be stuck on the parcel card - three at most with consecutive numbering
(see Fig. 1). Between 1883 and 1994 seven more or less different labels were used.
In the book 'Les étiquettes postales Suisses' the labels are illustrated as received from the printing firm, the two
parts undivided (Fig. 6). They were separated at the post office counter at the time of use: the part with the
number only was attached to the parcel whilst the counterfoil, with number and post office name, was stuck on
the parcel card. Examples of the former (parcel card sections only) are shown in the Table below.
Table of the Different Types of Labels Seen on Parcel Cards
(from 1882 on, number from G & V)

Type 1 (25) With C.P. (Colis posteaux) in red. Elzevir font. ; Type 2 (26) Rouletted top and bottom. Sans-serif font. ; Type 3 (26) In
black, rouletted. Sans-serif.

Type 4 (27) In black, rouletted. Elzevir.

Type 7 (30) sans-serif with zipcode.

Type 5 (28) White pierced. Elzevir.

Type 6 (29) like type 5 but 1 cm shorter.

Type 8 sans-serif with bar-code.

Although Guignard & Vuille (G & V) suggest that 1890 was an early date for the type 2 label, Figure 3 shows that
this type was in use already in 1882. This label was also unusual in coming from Wädensweil. The use of labels
was still not mandatory and most offices simply filled in the registration number. Towards the end of the parcel
card service a new bar-coded label was introduced. Cards with these labels are of course very scarce.
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Left Fig. 2. In 1882 parcel labels not yet issued to Yverdon post office which wrote 'No. 763' from its register. The label “aus Basel” is a
transit label, in this case also value label.
Right Fig. 3. Parcel label of Wädensweil with the sequence number in the packages covered by transit label “aus Romanshorn”.

Fig. 4. In the section at the bottom right, indicated "parcel label here”, the Domodossola postal clerk inserted parcel register numbers for
two packages.

The other UPU member countries - Undoubtedly the UPU has had influence on the appearance of these labels.
This quickly becomes clear if we compare the labels of some other countries next to each other – see below. That
applies equally to many other labels such as the transit labels.

Germany

Greece

Netherlands

Austria

Left Fig. 5. All parcel labels for abroad were white and for the Interior red. Were the white ones in Bern 18 out of stock or was it just a
mistake? Right Fig. 6 Examples of the complete forms with number 1840 (from G & V).
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SWISS ABROAD PARCEL CARDS (continued)
Form number 1840 - All labels were provided with an official post office form number. This number can be read at
the lower label of the booklet. Parcel labels had form number 1840. Examples of the complete forms with number
1840 are shown in Fig. 6 on the previous page. The upper part was for use on the parcels, the lower part came on
the parcel card. For bigger post offices the name was pre-printed.
Literature: Anonymous 1905 'Verfügung 147, PTT archiv', P. 14-1
Guignard, Georges & Louis Vuill 1998 'Les étiquettes postales suisses 1876-1997' Consilium Philateliae Helvetica.
ANOTHER USEFUL ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY
BOB MEDLAND
The Society’s Library has recently received a new addition – an update of the CD-Rom entitled “Digital Library
for Swiss Philatelic Research” published by our colleagues the American Helvetia Philatelic Society. Copies of
the original version were made available to our members a few years ago. This new version includes another
six years’ worth of 'Tell', Caldwell’s catalogue of Essays (for the first time) an d detailed indices.
Essentially it comprises scans of entire runs of the following publications:
 Essay Proof Catalogue – G. Caldwell (1954-1971). Essential material for anyone studying stamp dies.
 'Helvetia Herald' – Newsletter of the Swiss-American Stamp Society (1970-1974). Superseded by ‘Tell’.
 'Helvetia Bulletin' - Newsletter of the Helvetia Society (USA) (1938-1957).
 'Helvetia Alphorn' - Newsletter of the Helvetia Philatelic Society of America (1969-1974). Superseded
by ‘Tell’.
 'Helvetia Alphorn' - Newsletter of the Postal History Study Group of the AHPS (1974-1977).
 Newsletter of the Helvetia Society of Great Britain (1948-2010). Our own Newsletter (except the
mysterious No. 1).
 'Tell' - Newsletter of the AHPS (1975-2010).
 Swiss Philatelist – issued by the Amateur Collector Limited (1951-1986). A ‘house magazine’ but lots of
interesting articles nonetheless.
If you are carrying out any research into Swiss philately or postal history, this is an extremely useful item. In
particular, the new Indices of all the publications make research much easier. Already I have found two
articles that I have not seen before with information new to me about my study areas. I have only two
reservations: Firstly, only publications up to 2010 are included. For later issues, see the HPS and AHPS
websites. Secondly, the CD-Rom is increasingly becoming ‘yesterday’s technology’, being replaced by the USB
stick and some new computers do not have CD drives. But these minor points aside, this really is an
invaluable source of information for research.
A RESPONSE TO QUERIES IN THE JANUARY 2019 EDITION OF THE NEWSLETTER

WERNER GATTIKER

1. 'Charles L’Eplattenier and NHORA': Unfortunately the authors of the Airmail handbook do not list the designer
of the 1927/28 NHORA cards and covers, but the style is so similar to that of the postmark, that I would wager a
few pennies that they, too, were the work of L’Eplattenier. An opinion reinforced by the initials “CL”.
2. The short-lived “Swiss Design Classics” 100c Corbusier Chair stamp: The Corbusier Foundation based in Paris
slapped an injunction on Swiss Post and sued successfully for damages for breach of copyright as they owned the
right to the image of the chair depicted. Hence the quick disappearance of that stamp and its replacement with
the “Landi-Chair” 100c value.
3. 'News for Swiss Collectors' piece: a) The annual 'Collection 2018' is being sold by Swiss Post at CHF 60.35,
but the 2018 year 'Book' costs CHF 69.00 – two different products! Both, incidentally, lack the Pope’s Visit
stamp. b) The designers and printers of Swiss Soldier Stamps are all listed in the excellent Wittwer Soldier
Stamp catalogues, at least where such information was recorded in the archives.
KINDERDORF PESTALOZZI

EDITOR
Further to Anthony Atkinson's article on this subject (HPSN 2018 pp115-117), I
came across this cancellation dated 16.5.78. Zürich Hauptbhanhof. I don't have
the Publicity Cancels catalogue – can anyone tell us if there are any other
Kinderdorf cancel types to complete the “set”?
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BOB MEDLAND

The cover illustrated above, belonging to Richard Wheatley, is an attractive and interesting item, sent in 1916 from
Galang Island in what was then the Dutch East Indies to Trogen (near St Gallen but actually in Canton Appenzell
Ausserrhoden). It was correctly franked with 12½ cents and was opened and re-sealed by the official censor when
it was landed off the boat at Marseilles. All straightforward enough but there are a couple of unusual aspects that
I wonder if anyone can answer:
1. The right-hand side appears to have been officially opened, then re-sealed using stamp selvage, without any
indication that this had been done officially. Has anyone seen anything similar? Possibly it was a simple repair job
done by a helpful post office clerk – but if the cover had been damaged and repaired in such a manner the post
office normally added a note to that effect and if available, used official re-sealing labels such as that shown in the
second scan. There is an article summarising these little-known items of official Swiss post office stationery in the
January 1999 issue of ‘Tell’ which is available to read or to download from the AHPS website.
2. The selvage is possibly from a sheet of 10c Tell stamps. There is a colour-control mark comprising two red
squares printed on the selvage. From this, can anyone identify the sheet of stamps from which it came?
Any answers or suggestions would be gratefully received.
References:
Anonymous 1905 'Verfügung 147, Die Schweizerische PTT'
Emmenegger, J.-L. 2005 'Das Ende der Wertbriefe in der Schweiz'. SBZ 1-2 pp. 25 – 28
Guignard, Georges & Louis Vuille 1998 'Les étiquettes postales suisses 1876 - 1997'. Consilium Philateliae
Helveticae.
REPORT OF THE SOCIETY'S SOUTHERN GROUP 20th OCTOBER 2018

RICHARD DONITHORN

Another good turn-out for our latest meeting at the 'Three Crowns' pub in rural Hampshire. 15 members
attended which, together with 9 members who sent their apologies, added up to a strong message that
gatherings in this central location should have a very healthy future. A well-wishing card was sent by those
present to Norton Wragg who was recovering from an operation. The theme of the meeting was 'Charities'.
Our master of ceremonies, Bob Medland, introduced the main speaker - our long-standing member Eric Gill
who has had a soft spot for the various charity issues for many years.
The Stamps, Cards and Briefli of the Pro Juventute Foundation
Despite recently down-sizing his Swiss collection due to limitations on storage space in his new abode, Eric
has held on to much of his 'Charities' collection. He was attracted to stamp collecting as a child when he
came across the latest Pro Juventute wild animal sets. Later he inherited a substantial amount of Swiss
material from his father who was himself a keen philatelist. To make his presentation in Whaddon
manageable, Eric selected some of the more choice items from the Pro Juventute section of his collection.
Together they made up an outstanding and very attractive display covering 10 frames.
He began with many examples of the first initiative to use revenue from the sale of specially designed
labels/vignettes or stamps (to be attached to mail) to support charitable causes. In 1912 the provisional
labels/vignettes were issued in the French, German and Italian languages.
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The Italian are the rarest. Eric warned us that forgeries were common. The best way to avoid them was to
look out for the inscription “fight against TB” which was printed on the back. Eric showed a 1912 cover with
both the stamp and the vignette cancelled by the PO clerk and a large selection of the vignettes off-cover,
including a number of varieties of the German language version.
Related postcards were also produced with spaces for the vignette (in top left) and a postage stamp (in top
right) to be affixed. There were two varieties – one with and one without words (“Pour la Jeunesse”, etc.) in
the postage stamp space. These and subsequent cards were issued in an envelope in sets of five (or more)
different designs. Each year a particular artist's pictures were featured (occasionally more than one). In some
years two sets were issued. Some cards are now particularly difficult to find e.g. the varieties that were
produced in certain years with the words on the address side in different languages.
The Pro Juventute Foundation was set up in 1913 and they assumed responsibility for designing, producing
(with support from the PTT) and distributing the stamps, cards, etc. and allocating the funds collected (net of
costs) to the “worthy organisations/causes”.
The first official PJ charity stamps were issued in 1913. At first under UPU Regulations, only a few countries
(e.g. Hungary) would accept mail from Switzerland franked with such charity stamps. Eric illustrated this
problem with two covers – one in 1913 to GB which had some of the new stamps but also the correct charge
made up of ordinary definitive stamps. The second in 1917 to Hungary, accepted with only PJ stamps (3
different stamps in blocks of four). He also presented several sheets of 'varieties' of the PJ stamps of the
1920s e.g. the 1925 10(+5)c with a split in the bear's tongue and the 1926 30(+10)c with a broken shaft to
the spear in the lion.
Whenever possible Eric aimed to obtain blocks of four of each stamp, mint and used. Similarly he aimed to
have a mint and used copy of each PJ postal stationery card with the appropriate PJ stamps attached –
showing for each year the front and back of the card. The early First Day Covers with the full set of stamps
were becoming particularly difficult to find and costly to acquire. Eric showed examples of the 1932, 1936,
1946 and 1949 cards.
In 1926 the first “Briefli” or “Ladies' Notelets” were issued. They were usually in sets of five, each with a
different illustration and a small matching envelope. The full set of cards and envelopes came in a protective
envelope. They were issued annually up to 1960. The stamps, cards and briefli sets were all usually issued on
1st December (unless it fell on a Sunday) each year. Several of the complete sets are particularly difficult to
find mint and, even more rare, posted in their matching envelope. There appears to be no totally reliable
catalogue of these little gems. Eric showed a number of mint examples of the brieflis and their envelopes,
some in sets. His star item was a 1932 briefli and matching envelope posted with a 10c PJ stone thrower
stamp and a TPO cancel. It was easy to see why these “sweet messages” attracted such a large following.
The display initiated a discussion. How many of the special PJ FDC cancels were available in more than one
language? What “good causes/organisations” were supported in the early years? How much were the
vignettes and first cards sold for? How much of the revenue was used directly to help prevent TB?
Werner Gattiker recalled that Post Offices only sold stamps and stamp booklets, while the schools' distribution
network sold Pro Juventute cards and Briefli as well as stamps. As a Swiss child in the 1950s he and his fellow
scholars were required to knock on the doors of the houses close to their home and ask the occupants to fill
in an order form. They would then return with the items requested and collect the money to be brought
back to the school.

Bob Medland - Postage Due Covers Franked with Pro Patria Stamps
In the early years the PP stamps were only valid for 5 months after which, if they were used as postage, they
were considered “invalid”; and the cover, card or package to which they were attached was subject to
Postage Due i.e. at that time, taxed double deficiency (i.e. twice the correct postage). In May 1945 this
regulation was relaxed, the receiver of post with PP stamps used after their date of validity being charged
only the correct postage charge. Bob showed examples of covers pre- and post-May 1945. Other covers
shown included one with PJ stamps used as postage due with an unusual small circle-T cancel ; a registered
mail item subject to postage due ; a redirected letter with French, Swiss and British postage dues ; a cover
from France to Lausanne with the French cancellation off-stamp and a Swiss cover to Britain charged ½d
rather than the correct calculated amount of 2d postage due.
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Alison Kilpatrick – Predecessors of the Swiss Charity Stamps
The first pioneers of charity labels were Denmark who first issued their Christmas seals in 1904. They were
produced by the Danish Xmas Seal Fund which allocates the funds collected to organisations and projects
which aid children. 4M seals were sold in the first year alone! It was intended to combat TB and over the
next 5 years the Fund had amassed enough contributions to build a sanitorium in Kolding that was opened in
1911.
Eric Lienhard – Charity Varieties
As a child in Switzerland, it was the Pro Juventute's flower and birds stamps that first interested him in stamp
collecting. He was further encouraged by his aunt and uncle who were already avid collectors. Several years
later his collecting interests became more sophisticated and he had a long spell specialising in “fly-specks”
and other varieties. Among his collection were a large number of Pro Juventute and Pro Patria varieties
which Eric displayed on 8 sheets. The more interesting items included (Z numbers):
PJ 59.2.01 missing colour on 20c brown lake – which he had picked up at a postcard fair in Billericay two
weeks earlier for £3! ; PJ 59.3.01 re-touch ; PJ 105.1.09 “blind” left eye ; PJ 102.2.02 “smudged face” and
PJ 67.1.11 inverted background which he found in his father's collection.
Marc Burgess - Pre-stamp Correspondence
Marc loves to pick up ancient covers to or from Switzerland still with the original content. He then takes on
the task of translating the letter and researching to understand the background and historical context of the
individual originator and receiver of the correspondence.
He showed three examples:


An entire of 1814 marked 'franco frontier' (post paid). Four sides written in French from an
academic in Bern to Edward Sandford of Somerset, England. Marc translated the letter and
discovered that Mr. Sandford later became a MP for Somerset (1830 – 1841), High Sheriff and
Deputy Lieutenant of Somerset and a Fellow of the Royal Society. His portrait is now in the
National Portrait Gallery. Marc's researches revealed that the sender, Jakob Samuel Wyttenbach
(1748-1830), was a renowned Swiss Protestant reformist theologian, natural history scientist,
physician, pharmacist and author of many published works on Christianity and the natural history
of the Alps. He was one of the founders of the Bernese and, in 1810, the Swiss Natural History
Societies. ln 1798 he co-founded the Medical Institute in Bern, where he gave lectures on natural
history. ln 1816 he founded the Bernese Bible Society to publish a new translation of the Bible by
Johannes Piscator.



An entire from Geneva (no mark) par Ferney which arrived in London 8 days later. Written in
English by someone on the Grand Tour heading for Italy the letter related to the payment of half
an annuity (£5-6,000 even at that time). He was expressing his concern to his lawyer. In the same
envelope was a reply from his lawyer explaining that the gentleman would have received half of
the annuity if the lawyer had received his instruction in time. The lawyer went on to say that there
were many lawyer's bills outstanding and threatening him that he would take further action to
obtain his dues which might well “inconvenience him”.



A letter in English from a dental surgeon based near Geneva to a lady in Penarth expressing his
concern about the bad behaviour of the lady's husband. Marc has researched the address to
which the letter was sent and has found that the lady and her husband lived in luxury for the time
– a 7-bedroomed Victorian mansion.

Bob Lynn – 'Rappen'
Bob is relatively new to Swiss collecting and to the Society. A visit to the stamp dealers Dauwalders in
Salisbury convinced him that collecting Swiss would be a sound step. He has amassed a number of stamps
with denominations in rappen (which he displayed) and is currently researching them to increase his
understanding. He was finding it particularly difficult to distinguish between the various coloured threads. He
was also very interested in linguistics - he had discovered that the word “Rappen” was derived from the
German word “raven” which was a C13 th monetary unit. It stands for “pfennig”. In the C14 th-16th a
“Rappenbund” was worth 100th of a Swiss franc. 10 Rappen were equal to 1 “batzen”.
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Richard Donithorn – Items of Interest
Richard followed up the theme of the previous meeting, the 'Day of the Stamp', with the recent sheetlets,
and national FSPhS event special covers and examples of souvenir covers of the annual Aerophilately Day.
Also a reminder that there are many charities other than the 'Pro Patria' and 'Pro Juventute' in Switzerland –
some examples of the many cards issued by the 'Pro Infirmis' organisation ; a contemporary special 'Swiss
National Exhibition 1939' Italian-language edition of the journal of the Società Svizzera per la Diffusione
dell'Energia Elettrica, Zurigo: 'L'Elettricita' containing several unusual views of the exhibition, details of the
Electric Power exhibit and recorded experiences of some of those attending ; some souvenirs from recent
visits to Campione and Zürich's ever-expanding Kunsthalle, including the latest commemorative stamp/FDC
featuring the centenary of the death of the artist Ferdinand Hodler (1853 – 1918) ; and the rather uninspiring
design of the latest Swiss imprinted stamp celebrating the centenary of the 'Pro Grigioni Italiano' (Pgi)
organisation which promotes the values and culture of the Italian-speakers in Canton Grisons – currently
numbered at 24,000 spread over 15 communes.
The Vote of Thanks was given by Ted Stern - Ted gave us a tip - he was trying to persuade his young
grandchilren to collect stamps. One tactic he adopted was to suggest that they wrote a story imagining that
they were a postage stamp and describing what exciting experiences they would have! He then thanked and
congratulated Eric for his wonderful, colourful, educational and entertaining display and commended all his
fellow members for their contributions to a very enjoyable day.
THE BUNDESFEIER AIRMAIL CARDS OF 1928 - 1931

FRED HOADLEY

Between 1928 and 1931 the Bundesfeier Committee released additional postal cards for domestic and overseas
airmail use. Featuring the same two picture subjects as chosen for the surface mail cards, separate cards were
produced with imprinted values of the 25c blue ‘Airplane over the Alps’ and 40c violet ‘Pilot in Cockpit’ designs,
identical to the airmail postage stamp issues of 1923. In 1929 the imprinted 40c value was changed to a new
design referred to as the ‘Winged Letter’.
In 1928 the airmail cards were sold at a face value of 50c (domestic card) and 70c (foreign card), with 25c and 30c
respectively donated to the fund for Pensions and Retirement Homes. During the next three years the surcharges
were donated to: the National Fund for Soldiers and their Families (1929), the Fund for Swiss Schools Abroad,
distributed through the Federal Department of the Interior (1930) and the Emergency Fund helping Victims of
Natural Disasters (1931).
In 1928, and coinciding with the sale of these airmail cards, eight special return flights were organised to celebrate
the National Festival on 1st August, departing from airfields at Geneva, Lausanne, Le Locle, Chaux-de-Fonds, Biel,
Basel, Zürich and St. Gallen. Each flown card was cancelled with an official cds in red ink. In 1929 special flights
were again organised for 1st August but now with an additional departure airfield, that of Bern-Belpmoos, which
had opened earlier in the year. These Bundesfeier flights then continued in 1930 and 1931 from the same nine
airfields. An example of these cards is shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 1 1st August 1928: posted at Le Locle airfield for the special flight Le Locle – Basel. Imprinted Airmail stamp 25c.
Fig. 2 1st August 1929: Bundesfeier card addressed to Bayswater, London and posted at Bern-Belpmoos airfield. Flown to Basel and
transferred to the regular Imperial Airways summer service Basel – Paris – London (daily, except Sundays). BERN LUFTPOST departure
cds 1.VIII.29 and BASEL FLUGPLATZ cds.
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At the Southern Group meeting in Salisbury on 20 th October 2018, the object of the exercise during my display of
these cards was to demonstrate the number of possible permutations should a Bundesfeier collector wish to put
together a “complete set” from these special flights.
Reference to the Flugposten-Ganzsachen section of the Swiss airmail handbook ‘Schweizerisches
Luftposthandbuch’ provides detail of these events and includes tables illustrating each separate return flight,
together with the number of flown cards.
From these tables it is a simple process to work out how many individual cards one would need to obtain in order
to own a complete set. In 1928 there were flights from 8 airfields. With 4 separate cards available (25c x 2 and 40c
x 2) this offers a total of 224 special flight cards. With the addition of Bern airfield in 1929 the total for each year
increases to 288. This results in a grand total of 1088 special Bundesfeier flight cards. Now there’s a challenge!
Also displayed were Bundesfeier airmail cards used for correspondence to foreign countries during the
period 1928-1931, one of which is shown on the previous page – Fig. 2.
THE FIRST SWISS AIRMAILS - THE 'PROPELLOR OVERPRINTS'

EDITOR

At the end of the First World War Switzerland's military aviation unit had over 100
aircraft at two main bases – in Lugano and at Zürich's airfield Dübendorf. The
commander of the unit in Dübendorf, Major Isler, was required to send a full report
on the unit's activities to Bern each day. As the rules required the unit to undertake a
minimum number of actual flying hours he decided to fly his reports to the capital
and, since most of the spare parts of his aircraft were made in Lausanne, he also
included that city in his pilots' itineraries. The PTT decided to benefit from these
regular air flights by making them official and thus began the first Swiss official airmail
service - initially from the 30 th April 1919 between Zürich and Bern and later extended
from Zürich to St. Gallen and on 1 st September also west to Lausanne and Geneva. To
distinguish the service from ordinary mail they overprinted 180,000 50cts. stamps of
the 1909 series 'Helvetia with Sword' with the emblem of the Swiss Air Unit – a red propellor – see left.
Unfortunately the service was too intermittent and uncertain and was stopped at the end of October 1919.
By the end of 1920 Germany's economy was in trouble and its currency started to lose value. The quickest
possible communications between Switzerland and Germany became essential for business transactions and
airmail seemed the obvious answer. The PTT set up an air service in November 1920 run by a German airline,
'BALUG' (Badische Luftverkhersgesellschaft) between Basel's German suburb Lörrach and Frankfurt am Main. Mail
was brought from the Swiss PO in Basel to the airfield at Lörrach by motorcycle. 500,000 30cts. 'Helvetia with
Sword' stamps were overprinted with a red propellor for use on this service. The first official flight was on the 11 th
November 1920. Unfortunately, for political and other reasons, 'planes only flew on 11 days carrying a total of
only 67 pieces! The service was curtailed on 3 rd January 1921. The first series of Swiss airmail stamps, specifically
designed for the purpose, were not issued until 1 st March 1923 when official airmail services really “took off”.
References: 'A Short Story of Swiss Aerophilately' – transcript of a lecture given at 'Chicago Aerophilately' Nov.
1992 by Alexander S. Newall FRPS.
'Philately of Switzerland: An Introductory Handbook' (Chapter 14 'Airmails and Flights' by George Strubel) American Helvetia P. S. Editor: Richard T. Hall.
.

THE SOCIETY'S SOUTHERN GROUP - Saturday 9th March 2019 is the date for this group's next all-day meeting
(10am to 4pm, refreshments and lunch provided) at 'The Three Crowns' public house, Whaddon nr. Salisbury
(theme to be determined). Further meetings next year are proposed for 1 st June and 19th October. Further
information from Werner Gattiker, 01273 842 135 or werner@swisstamps.co.uk

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History



Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

 Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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NEWS OF THE NEXT RÖLLI AUCTION
In our 63rd Auction, taking place on 14 th/15th February 2019, we are proud to offer ten excellent and
fascinating exhibits i.e. 'Sarganserland (SG)', 'Pro Juventute' and 'Technology and Landscapes', as well as a
thematic collection on 'Birds of Prey', all of which have been collected over decades. A special highlight are
the rareties of Rayon 16 and 17 with framed cross, of which only few pieces are known. Another item that
makes collectors' hearts beat faster is a rare Swiss gold coin 'Goldvreneli' of CHF 100. The catalogue is now
available on our website. The catalogue will reach our subscribed customers within the next ten days. We
look forward to welcoming you in our new premises in Rothenburg near Lucerne, either for previewing, or our preference - in person at the Auction.

INVENTING SWITZERLAND

DAVID SEAMAN/EDITOR

Our member, David Seaman, recommends tuning into the BBC Radio 4 series 'How to Invent a Country?'.
David writes: “It features Switzerland, France, Spain and even the Alps as topics and is really fascinating.
Whilst the history of the Swiss Confederation may not be new to many members, I believe this well written
and presented series provides valuable new insights.” It is available as a podcast. The Radio 4 site link is:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p067jxvn
It's also worth having a look at 'Chris Tarrant's Extreme Railway Journeys' on Channel 5. The railway up to
Murren and the Jungfraubahn are featured in Part 1 of Series 4. Some extraordinary views, including the
opening onto the North Face of the Eiger where the tunneling waste was tipped out into the valley far below.
THE MISSING “PETAL” – AN ADDENDUM

'

'Fir'

EDITOR
Ref. the article in the January edition of the Newsletter
pp 1-3: 'La Chaux-de-Fonds, Charles L'Eplattenier and
Le Corbusier'. Apologies for those who might have
been perplexed by the suggestion on page 1 of the
hard-copy edition of the Newsletter that there was an
illustration of the Art Nouveau commemorative stamp
(Z1191) as 'Fig. 4'. To avoid disappointment here are
the two stamps in the set Z1190 and Z1191 depicting
the 'Style Sapin' designs of 'Fir' and 'Petal'.

'Petal'
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

HELP FROM MEMBERS
EDITOR
As Editor I am always keen to see more of our members contributing articles for publication in the
Newsletter. I am well aware of the cumulative depth of knowledge lying in the recesses of many of my fellow
Swiss collectors' heads, but coaxing them into recording their findings in a format that can be shared with
and benefit others often proves difficult. As a prompt – I would love to see well-researched articles on
subjects that have not been represented in the Newsletter in recent years. For example – Horse-drawn
mailcoach services, Airmail stamps vis a vis rates, Specimens, Design competitions, Hotel stamps,
Liechtenstein's postal service, Essays and, perhaps most under-represented of all – Modern postal
technology including Pre-paid labels. Don't be afraid, have a go!
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